Internal rules and regulations of bar—club„Golden”
Persons under the age of 18 are not allowed to enter bar-club „Golden” premises. Club’s
administration has the right to require proof of identity – either an ID card or a passport.
Lost/found belongings are kept for one month; later they are utilized.
At bar-club „Golden” it is strictly forbidden to:
Bring your own drinks (both alcoholic and non-alcoholic) as well as snacks;
Bring side arms and/or fire arms, illegal drugs including syringes or other objects that
could endanger safety of individuals;
Be in dirty or smelling clothing;
Smoke, except for special smoking area;
Disturb peace of nearby living individuals by making noise in the smoking area;
Disturb or force one’s company upon other customers;
Bring animals.
Club’s administration is authorised to ask an individual leave the club at any
time, if he or she:
Consumes their own drinks or snacks in our premises;
Has brought side arms and/or fire arms, illegal drugs including syringes or other objects
that would endanger safety of individuals;
Endangers safety of individuals, or is under the heavy influence of alcohol and/or drugs;
Has dressed in an inappropriate manner, for instance, wearing dirty and/or smelly
clothing, or looks untidy
Disturbs or forces their company upon other customers;
Violates the internal rules of bar-club „Golden” or is blacklisted.
Administration and staff do not take any responsibility for customers’ belongings left
outside the wardrobe, as well as belongings left inside bags, backpacks, packages,
boxes, pockets given at the wardrobe.
Administration kindly invites to arrange the arrival of persons with special needs
beforehand. Administration, as far as possible, will ensure appropriate serving and
comfort as well as safety. Individuals accompanying persons with special needs are
responsible for their health condition, possible complications, and compliance with the
internal rules and regulations.
Disco and background music as well as serving customers may be stopped if fight
occurs in our premises, or safety/health of customers is endangered.
In the situation of conflict administration has the final word and their decision cannot be
questioned.
Being present at bar-club „Golden”, the customer acknowledges acceptance
of the internal rules, agrees and commits to full compliance with the rules.
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